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Abstract. Baryon-to-meson Transition Distribution Amplitudes (TDAs) encoding valuable new informa-
tion on hadron structure appear as building blocks in the collinear factorized description for several types
of hard exclusive reactions. In this paper, we address the possibility of accessing nucleon-to-pion (πN)
TDAs from p¯p → e+e−π0 reaction with the future P¯ANDA detector at the FAIR facility. At high center-
of-mass energy and high invariant mass squared of the lepton pair q2, the amplitude of the signal channel
p¯p → e+e−π0 admits a QCD factorized description in terms of πN TDAs and nucleon Distribution Am-
plitudes (DAs) in the forward and backward kinematic regimes. Assuming the validity of this factorized
description, we perform feasibility studies for measuring p¯p → e+e−π0 with the P¯ANDA detector. Detailed
simulations on signal reconstruction efficiency as well as on rejection of the most severe background channel,
i.e. p¯p → π+π−π0 were performed for the center-of-mass energy squared s = 5GeV2 and s = 10GeV2, in
the kinematic regions 3.0 < q2 < 4.3GeV2 and 5 < q2 < 9GeV2, respectively, with a neutral pion scattered
in the forward or backward cone | cos θπ0 | > 0.5 in the proton-antiproton center-of-mass frame. Results
of the simulation show that the particle identification capabilities of the P¯ANDA detector will allow to
achieve a background rejection factor of 5 · 107 (1 · 107) at low (high) q2 for s = 5GeV2, and of 1 · 108
(6 ·106) at low (high) q2 for s = 10GeV2, while keeping the signal reconstruction efficiency at around 40%.
At both energies, a clean lepton signal can be reconstructed with the expected statistics corresponding to
2 fb−1 of integrated luminosity. The cross sections obtained from the simulations are used to show that a
test of QCD collinear factorization can be done at the lowest order by measuring scaling laws and angular
distributions. The future measurement of the signal channel cross section with P¯ANDA will provide a new
test of the perturbative QCD description of a novel class of hard exclusive reactions and will open the
possibility of experimentally accessing πN TDAs.
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1 Introduction
Studies of hard exclusive reactions, such as Deeply Virtual
Compton Scattering (DVCS) and Hard Exclusive Meson
Electroproduction, within the collinear factorization ap-
proach, allow to challenge a QCD-based description of
hadron structure (for a review see e.g. [1]). By separating
the hard and soft stages of the interaction, at high energies
the amplitudes of these reactions can be presented in the
form of convolutions of hard parts, computable in pertur-
bation theory, and soft parts: generalized parton distribu-
tions (GPDs) and meson distribution amplitudes (DAs).
These non-perturbative objects can be assigned a rigorous
meaning in QCD and allow to interpret hadronic struc-
tural information in terms of quark and gluon degrees of
freedom. Along with the usual parton distribution func-
tions (PDFs) and form factors (FFs), GPDs encode valu-
able structural information about hadrons. In particular,
GPDs are currently seen as a tool to study the nature
and origin of the nucleon spin. Moreover, GPDs allow an
extremely vivid interpretation in the impact parameter
space as spatial femto-photographs of the hadron interior
in the transverse plane.
Further development of the GPD approach led to the
introduction of baryon-to-meson transition distribution
amplitudes (TDAs) [2,3] broadening the class of hard re-
actions for which a factorized description of the scattering
amplitudes for strong interaction phenomena can be ap-
plied. The physical picture encoded in baryon-to-meson
TDAs is conceptually close to that contained in baryon
GPDs and baryon DAs. Baryon-to-meson TDAs probe
partonic correlations between states of different baryonic
charge thus giving access to non-minimal Fock compo-
nents of baryon light-cone wave functions. Fourier trans-
forming TDAs to the impact parameter space allows one
to perform femto-photography of hadrons from a new per-
spective. In particular, nucleon-to-pion (πN) TDAs may
be used as a tool for spatial imaging of the structure of
the pion cloud inside the nucleon. This opens a new win-
dow for the investigation of the various facets of the nu-
cleon internal structure. A dedicated program for access-
ing πN TDAs in the space-like regime through backward
pion electroproduction [4,5] was proposed for JLab Hall
B @ 12GeV (see ref. [6] for preliminary studies dedicated
to JLab @ 6GeV).
The future P¯ANDA (antiProton ANnihilations at
DArmstadt) experiment at FAIR (Facility for Antipro-
ton and Ion Research) operating a high-intensity antipro-
ton beam with momentum up to 15GeV offers unique
possibilities for new investigations of the hadron struc-
ture (see refs. [7,8]) complementing the results obtained
from the studies of lepton beam induced reactions. In
particular, the P¯ANDA experimental program includes
dedicated measurements of the time-like electromagnetic
form factors of the proton, mainly through the annihi-
lation process p¯p → e+e−, for which feasibility studies
with the P¯ANDA detector have already been performed
at several antiproton beam energies [9]. The high intensity
of the antiproton beam, together with the performance
of the P¯ANDA detector, including particle identification
capabilities, will render an unprecedent accuracy in the
measurements over a large range of four-momentum trans-
fer squared, as shown by the simulations.
Outside the resonance region (i.e. for sufficiently high
invariant mass of the lepton pair) the nucleon electromag-
netic form factors admit a factorized description within
the perturbative QCD (pQCD) approach and follow a
scaling law [10,11]. This framework was further developed
in [3,12] and was employed in [13–15] to provide a factor-
ized description of nucleon-antinucleon annihilation into
a highly virtual lepton pair and a pion in terms of πN
TDAs and nucleon DAs. Note that a similar treatment
can be applied to the scattering amplitude, when the lep-
ton pair originates from a heavy charmonium state [16–
18]. At lower energies, where factorization does not hold,
descriptions of the p¯p → e+e−π0 amplitude in terms of a
one-nucleon-exchange model and the Regge theory [19,20]
have been proposed, and preliminary studies of the cross
section measurement with P¯ANDA have already been per-
formed [21].
Thus, alongside with the time-like electromagnetic
form factor measurements, it is extremely appealing to
test the predictions of the pQCD collinear factorized de-
scription of p¯p → e+e−π0 and address the possibility of
accessing the proton/antiproton-to-pion TDAs with the
P¯ANDA detector through the measurement of the corre-
sponding differential cross section.
In the present paper we consider the feasibility of mea-
suring the p¯p → e+e−π0 signal channel cross sections
at high center-of-mass energy and high four-momentum
squared of the virtual photon, with the produced π0
scattered into the forward or backward angular regions,
in which the factorization theorem is expected to be
valid [22]. Proton-antiproton annihilation into three pi-
ons, i.e. p¯p → π+π−π0, appears as the most severe back-
ground channel for the process of interest, as it contains
the same number of particles in the final state, with iden-
tical charge signature. Detailed simulations have been per-
formed on the signal reconstruction efficiency and on the
background rejection. The feasibility of the measurement
has been studied using an integrated luminosity of 2 fb−1.
The cross sections obtained from the simulations are used
to test pQCD at the lowest order by measuring scaling
laws and angular distributions.
2 Set-up of the future P¯ANDA experiment
An extensive description of the P¯ANDA detector can be
found in ref. [7]. Here we give a brief outline of the main
components which are relevant to this analysis.
A High Energy Storage Ring (HESR), in which both
stochastic and electron cooling systems are foreseen, will
provide a high quality antiproton beam of momentum be-
tween 1.5 and 15GeV. The concept of the detector, the
read out and the data acquisition system are similar to
that of other recently built detectors, such as ATLAS,
CMS, COMPASS and BaBar. However, the high expected
rate of 2 · 107 interactions per second and the multipur-
pose character of the detector, including the measurement
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of low cross sections in the charm sector, demand unique
detection capabilities in P¯ANDA. These include geomet-
rical acceptance of almost 4π, energy and momentum res-
olutions at the level of a few percent, fast data acqui-
sition and high radiation hardness. In the HESR high-
luminosity mode, the average design luminosity of L =
1.5 · 1032 cm−2 s−1 will be reached with a pellet target of
thickness 4 · 1015 hydrogen atoms/cm2, and 1011 stored
antiprotons in HESR. The detector is divided in a tar-
get spectrometer, in which the target is surrounded by a
solenoid magnet providing up to 2T magnetic field, and
a forward spectrometer, based on a 2Tm dipole mag-
net, to ensure particle detection at small polar angles,
down to 2◦. Tracking, particle identification, electromag-
netic calorimetry, and muon identification detectors are
designed for both spectrometers. The reconstruction of
the interaction point as well as secondary vertices is done
with the microvertex detector (MVD). The concept of the
MVD is based on radiation hard silicon pixel detectors
with fast individual pixel readout circuits and silicon strip
detectors, making a four layer barrel detector with an in-
ner radius of 2.5 cm and an outer radius of 13 cm. The
charged particle tracking and identification is provided by
the straw tube tracker (STT), consisting of aluminized
mylar tubes called “straws”, arranged in planar layers and
mounted around the MVD in a total of 24 layers. Of these,
the 8 central ones are tilted to achieve a resolution of 3mm
also in the direction parallel to the beam. Track detection
at angles below 22◦ (not fully covered by the STT) is com-
pleted by three chambers of gas electron multiplier (GEM)
detectors placed 1.1m, 1.4m and 1.9m downstream of the
target. The chambers are designed to sustain a high count-
ing rate of particles peaked at the most forward angles
due to the relativistic boost of the reaction products. Ad-
ditional components are required for the identification of
hadrons and leptons in a wide kinematic range. For slow
particles at large polar angles, particle identification will
be provided by the time-of-flight (TOF) detector, with
time resolution between 50 and 100 ps as required by the
50–100 cm of flight path in the target spectrometer. The
PbWO4 electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC), operated at
−25 ◦C, is designed for the detection of photons and elec-
trons. Here, the fast scintillator material with short ra-
diation length is required by the expected high counting
rates and geometrically compact design of the target spec-
trometer. Crystals of 20 cm length, i.e. approximately 22
radiation lengths, are used in order to achieve an energy
resolution below 2% at 1GeV. For the efficient separa-
tion of pions from electrons at momenta p < 1GeV, a
barrel and a forward disk DIRC (detection of internally
reflected Cherenkov light) complete the particle identifi-
cation (PID) system.
3 PANDA detector reconstruction capabilities
In the physics analysis, the generated events by the Monte
Carlo programs (corresponding to signal or background
channels) are, in a first step, passed through a full sim-
ulation of the P¯ANDA detector, based on the Geant 4
package [23], which takes care of the propagation of parti-
cles through the detector. Hit and energy loss information
is then digitized according to a model simulating electronic
properties, including electronic noise, yielding a response
of the different detectors. The second step is the recon-
struction of the relevant physical quantities for the iden-
tification of electrons, such as momentum, ratio of energy
loss to path length dE/dx in the STT, Cherenkov angle in
the DIRC detectors, and energy deposit in the EMC from
the simulated data. These two steps have been described
in detail in ref. [7], so we will give here only the main
features which are relevant for the electron and photon
identification.
The truncated arithmetic mean method is used on the
dE/dx values for particle identification in order to exclude
from the sample the largest values which correspond to the
extended Landau tail of the distribution. The value used
for the calculation of the arithmetic mean corresponds
to 70% of the N individual dE/dx values. In this way a
compromise between the requirements of the best resolu-
tion, defined through the width of a Gaussian fit, and the
smallest tail of the distribution is achieved. A resolution
of < 10% in dE/dx is obtained for pions of momentum
1GeV, which corresponds on average to four standard de-
viations of the distance between the truncated means for
electrons and pions.
For the DIRC detector, the Cherenkov angle is given
with a resolution σC = σC,γ/
√
Nph, where the single pho-
ton resolution is σC,γ = 10mrad. The number of detected
photons, Nph, has a dependence on the velocity and path
length of the particle travelling inside the Cherenkov radi-
ator. To calculate the Cherenkov angle, the software takes
also into account the quantum efficiency of the photodec-
tectors and the transmission and reflectivity losses in the
detector material. A resolution of 2.3mrad is obtained for
pions of momentum 1GeV [24]. The DIRC discrimination
power is higher at lower energies due to the larger dif-
ference between the Cherenkov angles for pions and elec-
trons: at momentum 500MeV the difference in the angles
for the Cherenkov light amounts to 36mrad whereas at
momentum 1.5GeV it is 4mrad.
The most important detector for electron identifica-
tion is the electromagnetic calorimeter. Electron identifi-
cation is done using the ratio E/p between the measured
energy deposit E and the reconstructed momentum p. In
the electromagnetic calorimeter, the electrons deposit all
(up to minor losses due to dead material, crystal edges,
etc.) their energy via an electromagnetic shower, whereas
muons and hadrons loose only a much lower fraction of
their energy via Bethe-Bloch excitations and ionization
processes. However, there could be cases in which a high
energy deposit would be the consequence of hadronic in-
teractions. In those cases the analysis of the shower shape
plays an important role in the particle identification pro-
cess. The Molie`re radius of PbWO4 is 2 cm and it is of the
order of the crystal front size dimensions, 2.1× 2.1 cm2 in
the barrel and backward endcap and 2.44 × 2.44 cm2 in
the forward endcap of the calorimeter. In the case of an
electromagnetic shower the largest fraction of the energy
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Fig. 1. The ratio E/p between the measured energy deposit E and the reconstructed momentum p for an electron sample
and for a pion sample (left) and the distribution of the Zernike moment 31 for samples of different particle species (right). The
figures are taken from refs. [7,9].
deposition is contained in a few crystals, whereas in the
case of a hadronic interaction, the energy deposition will
be distributed in a larger volume. The shower shape anal-
ysis uses the energy deposited in the central crystal of the
cluster relative to that in the 3× 3 or 5× 5 crystal arrays
surrounding it. The ratio between these two numbers is a
measure for the cluster size and shape, and therefore it is
an indicator for an electromagnetic or a hadronic interac-
tion. In addition, a set of four Zernike moments1 are used
to describe the spatial distribution of the energy within
the shower by using polynomials in the radial and angu-
lar coordinates. Figure 1 shows two examples on how E/p
and one of the Zernike moments can be used to discrim-
inate electrons from pions (for an extensive description,
see ref. [7], chapt. 3, subsect. 3.3.3).
Probabilities for the identification of a given particle
using different hypotheses (electron, muon, pion, kaon and
proton) are calculated on the basis of the results given by
simulations using these species as input for the event gen-
erators for an extended range of momenta and polar an-
gles. In addition to the variables discussed above, dE/dx
information from the microvertex detector as well as hit
information from the muon detector are included. In the
case of the electromagnetic calorimeter, this probability is
calculated using the output of a neural network which uses
as the input the list of shower shape and Zernike parame-
ters for a cluster described previously, as discussed in [7]. A
global particle identification likelihood can be calculated
using the individual subdetector likelihoods. Depending
on the signal and background channels, the cuts for the
particle identification can be adjusted to get the best sig-
nal efficiency for the required background suppression.
1 The Zernike polynomials are a complete orthogonal set in
the unit disk 0 < x2 + y2 < 1. The projections of a function
f(x, y) on the basis of the Zernike polynomials are called the
Zernike moments of f . Details can be found, for instance, in
ref. [25], chapt. 9, sect. 2.
In this analysis we use a number of simplifications with
respect to the continuously developing P¯ANDA frame-
work. Charged particle tracking was performed without
pattern recognition, leading to an overestimation of the
track finding efficiency compared to the performance stud-
ies summarized in ref. [26]. The Kalman filter for track
fitting used a less refined material distribution. For the
Cherenkov angle, photon transport and photon detection
was not simulated, but instead a smearing technique was
applied. For the description of the electromagnetic show-
ers Geant 4.7 was used, for which deviations to data
were reported by the BaBar experiment [27].
4 Theoretical overview and event generation
In this section we present a short overview of the basic
definitions and conventions employed for the factorized
description of the nucleon-antinucleon annihilation into a
high invariant mass lepton pair in association with a π0
meson. The details can be found in refs. [13–15].
To the leading order in the electromagnetic coupling
the reaction proceeds in two stages: firstly proton and an-
tiproton annihilate to produce a virtual photon and a neu-
tral pion and subsequently the virtual photon decays into
the lepton pair:
p¯(p1, s1) + p(p2, s2) → γ∗(q) + π0(k3)
→ e+(k1) + e−(k2) + π0(k3), (1)
where by s1,2 we denote the antinucleon and nucleon spin
variables.
According to the usual P¯ANDA conventions, we choose
the z axis along the colliding p¯p with the positive direction
along the antinucleon beam. The two remaining spatial di-
rections are referred to as the transverse plane. In order
to specify the two kinematic regimes subject to the fac-
torized description in terms of πN TDAs we switch to the
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Fig. 2. The two possibilities for factorization in the annihilation process p¯p → γ∗π0, for both kinematics: backwards (left)
and forward (right). p¯ (p) DA stands for the distribution amplitude of antiproton (proton). π0p (π0p¯) TDA stands for the
transition distribution amplitude from a proton (antiproton) to a neutral pion. CF and CF ′ stand for coefficient functions
(hard subprocess amplitudes).
light-cone variables and introduce the t- and u-channel
light-cone vectors nt, pt; nu, pu (p2 = n2 = 0, 2p · n = 1).
To quantify the longitudinal momentum transfers in the
appropriate channels we define the t- and u-channel skew-
ness variables
ξt ≡ − (k3 − p1) · n
t
(k3 + p1) · nt ξ
u ≡ − (k3 − p2) · n
u
(k3 + p2) · nu . (2)
The factorization mechanism suggested in [13] for the
p¯(p1) + p(p2) → γ∗(q) + π0(k3) subprocess of the reac-
tion (1) is schematically depicted on fig. 2. The amplitude
is presented as a convolution of the hard part computed
by means of perturbative QCD with nucleon DAs and
nucleon-to-pion TDAs encoding the soft dynamics. The
factorization is assumed to be achieved in two distinct
kinematic regimes:
– The near forward regime (s = (p1+p2)2, q2 - large with
ξt fixed; and |t| = |(k3 − p1)2| ∼ 0); it corresponds to
the produced pion moving nearly in the direction of
the initial p¯ in the p¯p center-of-mass (CM) system.
– The near backward regime (s = (p1 + p2)2, q2 - large
with ξu fixed; and |u| = |(k3−p2)2| ∼ 0); it corresponds
to the produced pion moving nearly in the direction of
the initial p in p¯p CM system.
The suggested reaction mechanism should manifest itself
through the distinctive forward and backward peaks of
the p¯p → γ∗π0 cross section. The charge conjugation in-
variance results in the perfect symmetry between the two
kinematic regimes. In what follows, for definiteness, we fo-
cus on the near forward kinematic regime. From now on we
omit the labels referring to the particular (t- or u-) kine-
matic regime. However, all formulas for the near backward
kinematics are essentially the same as in the forward kine-
matics (after interchanging the momenta). To the leading
twist accuracy and to the leading order in the strong cou-
pling αs, the amplitude Ms1s2λ of p¯p→ γ∗π0 reads
Ms1s2λ = C
1
(q2)2
[
Ss1s2λ I(ξ, t)− S ′s1s2λ I ′(ξ, t)
]
, (3)
where
C = −i (4παs)
2
√
4παemf2N
54fπ
. (4)
Here αs and αem are the strong and electromagnetic cou-
pling constants, fN stands for the nucleon wave function
normalization constant, and fπ = 93MeV denotes the
pion weak decay constant. The spin structures in eq. (3)
are defined as
Ss1s2λ ≡ V¯ (p1, s1)εˆ∗(λ)γ5U(p2, s2)
S ′s1s2λ ≡
1
M
V¯ (p1, s1)εˆ∗(λ)ΔˆT γ5U(p2, s2), (5)
where V and U are the usual nucleon Dirac spinors;
ΔT ≡ (k3 − p1)T denotes the transverse t-channel mo-
mentum transfer and the Dirac “hat” notation vˆ = γμvμ
is employed. ε(λ) stands for the polarization vector of the
virtual photon. I and I ′ denote the convolution integrals
of πN TDAs and nucleon DAs with the hard scattering
kernels computed from the set of relevant scattering di-
agrams [4]. The averaged-squared amplitude for the pro-
cess (1) then reads
|Mp¯p→e+e−π0 |2 =
1
4
∑
s1, s2, λ, λ′
Ms1s2λ
1
q2
e2 Tr
{
kˆ2εˆ(λ)kˆ1εˆ∗(λ′)
} 1
q2
(Ms1s2λ′ )∗ .
(6)
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The differential cross section of the reaction (1) is ex-
pressed as
dσ
dt dq2 d cos θ∗
=
∫
dϕ∗ |Mp¯p→e+e−π0 |2
64s(s− 4M2)(2π)4 , (7)
where θ∗ and ϕ
∗
 are the lepton polar and azimuthal angles
defined in the e+e− CM frame (i.e. the γ∗ rest frame).
To the leading twist accuracy, only the transverse po-
larization states of the virtual photon are contributing.
Computing the relevant traces and integrating over the
lepton azimuthal angle one gets
∫
dϕ∗ |Mp¯p→e+e−π0 |2
∣∣∣
Leading twist
=
2πe2(1 + cos2 θ∗ )
1
4
|C|2 2(1 + ξ)
ξ(q2)4
×(|I(ξ, t)|2 − Δ
2
T
M2
|I ′(ξ, t)|2). (8)
Neglecting t and the nucleon mass squared M2 with re-
spect to large invariants s and q2 (that is a reasonable
approximation in the kinematic domain in which the fac-
torized description is assumed to hold) the skewness pa-
rameter can be expressed as
ξ  q
2
2s− q2 . (9)
Thus, we work out the following expression for the dif-
ferential cross section of the reaction (1) within the factor-
ized description in terms of πN TDAs in the near-forward
kinematic regime:
dσ
dt dq2 d cos θ∗
∣∣∣
Leading twist
=
K
s− 4M2
1
(q2)5
(1 + cos2 θ∗ ), (10)
where
K =
(4παem)2(4παs)4f4N
64 · 542(2π)3f2π
×(|I(ξ, t)|2 − Δ
2
T
M2
|I ′(ξ, t)|2). (11)
To compute the integral convolution I, I ′ we use the
revised version of the phenomenological model for πN
TDAs suggested in refs. [13,28]. Within this approach
πN TDAs are constrained from the chiral dynamics and
expressed through the nucleon DAs relying on the soft
pion theorem. Certainly, this is an oversimplified πN TDA
model that gives non-zero contribution only into the con-
volution I. Moreover, within this model I turns to be
ξ- and t-independent. Nevertheless, this model is sup-
posed to provide a reasonable estimate of the normaliza-
tion for πN TDAs and can be taken as reliable at least
for sufficiently small transverse momentum transfer. We
refer the reader to ref. [29] for the discussion on various
phenomenological solutions for the nucleon DA and the
relevant values of the strong coupling and nucleon wave
function normalization constant. In the present analysis
we use the Chernyak-Ogloblin-Zhitnitsky (COZ) [30] phe-
nomenological solution for the nucleon DAs. This solution
yields the value |I|2 = 1.69 · 109, which is used in our
evaluation. For the numerical estimates we use, following
ref. [14], the mean value of the strong coupling αs = 0.3
and fN = 5.2 · 10−3 GeV2. The cross section (10) serves
as the input for the event generator of the signal events
p¯p→ e+e−π0 whose source code [31] was interfaced to the
EvtGen [32] Monte Carlo. We remark that the cross sec-
tion (10) does not contain QED radiative corrections, so
the PHOTOS package [33] has been consistently switched
off in the Geant simulation.
For the cross section of the most severe background
channel, i.e. three-pion production p¯p→ π+π−π0, no the-
oretical calculations in the kinematic region of interest
are available and the few existing low-precision measure-
ments [34–38] are not sufficient to constrain models. In-
spired by the expectation for the total cross section ratio
σ(p¯p → π+π−)/σ(p¯p → e+e−) ∼ 106 (see [9,39] and ref-
erences therein), we have assumed that the same relation
holds for the case σ(p¯p → π+π−π0)/σ(p¯p → e+e−π0).
Even when data sets suggest that three-pion production
is about an order of magnitude higher than two-pion pro-
duction, the totally unknown p¯p → e+e−π0 cross section
supports the assumption on the signal to background ra-
tio. We remark that in this analysis we reach a very small
background pollution on the signal sample. The precise
value of the ratio σ(p¯p → π+π−)/σ(p¯p → e+e−) is not
critical for the conclusions. When the P¯ANDA experiment
is running, the measurement of the π+π−π0 cross section
will be done with great precision, and simultaneously to
that of the e+e−π0 events, so the three-pion cross section
will be available to perform background subtraction pre-
cisely. In addition, we have assumed that the angular dis-
tributions for the three-pion final state π+π−π0 are iden-
tical to that of the signal final state e+e−π0. With these
considerations in mind, in the event generator for signal
events, lepton masses and Monte Carlo identifiers were re-
placed by the ones correponding to pions to account for
background production. This conservative approach repre-
sents, from the experimental point of view, the most unfa-
vored situation for background rejection. Having identical
distributions for signal and background then requires to
rely entirely on particle identification for the discrimina-
tion of signal and background events.
Only p¯p→ π+π−π0 background events have been sim-
ulated in this analysis. As already stated, three-pion pro-
duction, having the same number of final state particles
as that of the signal channel, the same charge signature
and together with the small mass gap between electron an
pion, constitutes the most severe channel in terms of sup-
pression. Moreover, the assumption of identical angular
distributions for signal and background events becomes
the worst possible scenario as rejection concerns. In the
spirit of a first feasibility study, other possible sources of
background are left for future investigations, since their
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contribution to the signal pollution is estimated to be
minor in comparison with three-pion production. Simple
cross section estimations have been done with the help
of the Dual Parton Model (DPM) Monte Carlo [40] for
some additional background channels. For a compilation
of the existing data sets on p¯ reactions, see, for instance,
ref. [41]. The production cross section for p¯p→ K+K−π0
is roughly two orders of magnitude smaller than the cross
section for the simulated channel p¯p → π+π−π0 over an
extended range of p¯p center-of-mass energies. In addition,
kaons are much better separable from electrons than pi-
ons due to the larger mass gap by means of kinematical
fits. The cross section for p¯p → π0π0 is roughly 30 times
smaller than that of p¯p→ π+π−π0. In p¯p→ π0π0, one of
the two pions can undergo a Dalitz decay π0 → e+e−γ,
which could fake a signal signature. The Dalitz decay has
a branching ratio of 1.2% [42], and thus is suppressed by
a factor 2500 compared to π+π−π0. Moreover, it has an
additional photon. These background events can not be
separated from signal events by means of PID only, and
additional kinematic cuts will have to be developed if fur-
ther suppression is needed. Studies of the non-resonant
background are beyond the scope of the present analysis.
These include exclusive QED channels, like p¯p→ e+e−γγ,
as well as photons from uncorrelated events in coincidence
with p¯p → e+e− within the data acquisition window. For
the latter, dedicated full simulations are needed to make
reliable estimates.
One of the key problems we need to address is the
experimental verification of the validity of the pQCD-
factorization assumption for the reaction in question. Pro-
viding evidence of the applicability of the factorized de-
scription at relatively low values of q2 represents the most
important potential physical result of the suggested mea-
surements. From the theory side (see e.g. ref. [43]) several
essential marking signs exist for the onset of the collinear
factorization regime for hard exclusive reactions:
– Dominance of the specific polarization of the virtual
photon.
– Characteristic scaling behaviour of the cross section in
1/q2.
– Universality of the corresponding non-perturbative
quantities, which means that the same non-
perturbative objects provide a satisfactory description
to several hard exclusive reactions.
For the case of the nucleon-antinucleon annihilation
into a lepton pair in association with a forward (or back-
ward) neutral pion it is the transverse polarization of the
virtual photon that is dominant within the collinear fac-
torized description in terms of πN TDAs. This dominat-
ing contribution manifests itself through the characteristic
(1 + cos2 θ∗ ) behaviour of the cross section (c.f. eq. (10)).
This term can be extracted from the experimentally mea-
sured cross section through the harmonic analysis in the
lepton pair CM scattering angle θ∗ . The characteristic
q2-scaling behaviour of the cross section is explicit from
eq. (10).
It is worth mentioning that probing experimentally the
validity of the collinear factorization assumption for hard
exclusive reactions usually represents a challenging task.
The test of the scaling behaviour with the available small
lever arm in q2 (that is typical for the fixed-target kine-
matics experiments) turns out to be intricate due to the
uncontrollable higher-twist contributions and model de-
pendent implementation of skewness dependence within a
particular model for the relevant non-perturbative objects
(GPDs or TDAs). Testing factorization will then demand
the use of NLO QCD fits to the q2-dependence of the cross
section to separate the contributions of the longitudinal
and transverse photon polarizations. In a similar way, de-
tailed harmonic analysis will be needed to discriminate be-
tween different Fourier components of the cos θ∗ distribu-
tions. To illustrate these difficulties consider the controver-
sial issue of the applicability of the GPD-formalism-based
description of near-forward hard exclusive pion electro-
production off protons. Existing data are suggestive, but
not conclusive and the consistency of factorized descrip-
tion still remains to be shown within the experimentally
accessible kinematic regime. The q2 dependence of the lon-
gitudinal cross section of charged pion electroproduction
at JLab Hall C [44] seems to be consistent with the predic-
tions of the leading-twist collinear factorized description
already at rather low values of the photon virtuality. How-
ever, the transverse cross section is large and its kinematic
dependence differs considerably from the scaling expec-
tation. The more recent neutral pion electroproduction
data from JLab Hall A and Hall B [45,46] also suggest a
large contribution of transversely polarized photons to the
cross section, different from the leading-twist formalism
that predicts dominance of the longitudinal cross section.
Bringing evidence for the validity of QCD factorization
for pp¯ annihilation into e+e−π0 in terms of πN TDAs will
suffer from the same difficulties as the above-mentioned
analysis of hard electroproduction of pions at JLab.
Assuming the validity of the leading order factorized
description for the signal reaction and adopting a partic-
ular normalization for πN TDAs, we show the feasibility
of measuring of pp¯ → e+e−π0 with the P¯ANDA detector
in the kinematic region where factorization is expected to
hold. With the cross section obtained from the simulations
we perform simple tests of pQCD at the leading twist, ig-
noring any higher-order effect. This includes the measure-
ment of the scaling laws by fitting the q2 differential cross
sections and the determination of angular distributions by
fitting the cos θ∗ cross sections.
5 Event selection
Several simulations at the center-of-mass energy squared
s = 5GeV2 and s = 10GeV2 were done using both sim-
ulated signal and background samples in order to deter-
mine signal reconstruction efficiency, background rejection
power and feasibility of measuring the differential cross
section for p¯p→ e+e−π0 with an integrated luminosity of
2 fb−1.
The analysis procedure for the reconstruction of sig-
nal events was designed by tuning the selection cuts in a
way that the signal-to-background ratio was kept to its
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Fig. 3. Monte Carlo true q2 distribution for signal events (red dots), reconstructed signal events after event selection (green
triangles) and signal reconstruction efficiency (blue squares) as a function of q2 for s = 5GeV2 and s = 10GeV2, in both the
t- (π0 forward) and the u- (π0 backward) channel kinematic regimes determined using independent statistical samples of 106
generated events.
maximum value in the kinematic region of the measure-
ment. The selection strategy is mainly based on PID cuts.
In addition, kinematic fits were used to improve the mea-
surement of the reconstructed momentum and energy of
the particles. The reconstruction of e+e−π0 candidates
was done according to the following criteria:
– the event contains exactly two charged tracks of oppo-
site sign;
– the particle associated to the negative track is iden-
tified by the PID software as an electron with mini-
mum combined probability of 99% and, at least, with
a minimum probability of 10% from each subdetector
in P¯ANDA;
– the particle associated to the positive track is identified
by the PID software as a positron with minimum com-
bined probability of 99% and, at least, with a minimum
probability of 10% from each subdetector in P¯ANDA;
– in the event, two photon candidates are reconstructed
from two energy deposits in the EMC with a photon
energy threshold Eγ > 0.03GeV and no track asso-
ciated, and combined to give a π0 candidate with an
invariant mass 0.115 < M(γ, γ) < 0.150GeV.
At s = 5GeV2 and s = 10GeV2, signal events were mea-
sured in the kinematic range 3.0 < q2 < 4.3GeV2 and
5 < q2 < 9GeV2, respectively. In both cases, a π0 candi-
date was reconstructed in the forward or backward region
| cos θπ0 | > 0.5, where the polar angle of the neutral pion
is measured with respect to the direction of the antiproton
in the p¯p CM system. The kinematic region of the mea-
surement ensures that, at each (q2, cos θπ0) point of the
phase space, the appropiate momentum transfer squared
(t or u for the forward and backward pion production,
respectively) remains below 10% of the q2 value. This is
the definition adopted in this analysis of |t|  q2 and
|u|  q2, needed to preserve the applicability of the QCD
collinear factorization description.
6 Signal reconstruction efficiency
High statistics simulations were done for the signal chan-
nel p¯p → e+e−π0 in order to determine the efficiency
factors needed to correct raw data for detector effects,
including efficiency in the reconstruction and bin migra-
tions. On the basis of a full Monte Carlo simulation, the
reconstruction efficiency measured in a given bin of a
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Fig. 4. Upper limit for the background reconstruction efficiency at the confidence level of 67.3% as a function of q2 for
s = 5GeV2 and s = 10GeV2, in both the t- (π0 forward) and the u- (π0 backward) channel kinematic regimes determined using
independent statistical samples of 108 generated events.
generic observable X is commonly defined as  = NR/NG,
where NR and NG are the number of reconstructed and
generated events found in that bin, with standard devi-
ation Δ =
√
NR/NG assuming a Poisson distribution.
In order to determine the signal reconstruction efficien-
cies as a function of q2, two full Monte Carlo simula-
tions using 106 generated events each were performed at
the center-of-mass energy squared s = 5GeV2 in the q2
range 3.0 < q2 < 4.3GeV2, one in the t-channel regime,
with the neutral pion in the forward region, and another
one in the u-channel regime, with the neutral pion in the
backward region. In an analogous way, two additional full
simulations with the same statistics were performed at
s = 10GeV2, in the range 5 < q2 < 9GeV2 also for
both the t- and the u-channel regimes. The obtained re-
construction efficiencies in bins of q2 are shown in fig. 3 for
all four cases. At s = 5GeV2 the reconstruction efficiency
shows a stable behaviour in q2, with an almost constant
value around 45% in the t-channel regime, whereas in the
u-channel regime the efficiency exhibits an increasing pat-
tern from 33% to 43% in the q2 range. At s = 10GeV2
a similar behaviour is observed, with a mean value of
45% in the t-channel regime and increasing the reconstruc-
tion efficiency from 25% to 40% with q2 in the u-channel
regime.
7 Background suppression
Analogous simulations to the ones described in sect. 6
were performed using samples of 108 p¯p → π+π−π0 gen-
erated events in order to measure the background sup-
pression power achieved by the selection criteria defined
in sect. 5. At s = 5GeV2 and for both the t- and the
u-channel regimes, no pions were found after event selec-
tion. At s = 10GeV2, four π+π−π0 events were misidenti-
fied as e+e−π0 events in the t-channel regime, whereas in
the u-channel regime only one background event survived
the cuts. The background suppression factor is defined
as the inverse of the probability that a π+π−π0 event is
misidentified as a e+e−π0 event. This probability can in
fact be measured as the “efficiency” in the reconstruction
of background events when a π+π−π0 sample is filtered
by an algorithm designed to reconstruct e+e−π0 events.
For this reason, we denote this probability as B . In situ-
ations of high suppression like this one, where only a few
(or even no event) are (is) reconstructed in a given bin,
the standard estimation of efficiency and its error based
on binomial or Poisson distributions gives results in con-
tradiction with intuition. For instance, if no pion event is
reconstructed in a given bin, the value for the efficiency
would be zero with complete certainty (zero error) accord-
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Fig. 5. The reconstructed signal after event selection (green), the expected upper limit background contamination at the 67.3%
of confidence level (orange) and the reconstructed, efficiency-corrected signal after background subtraction (black) in bins of
q2, for s = 5GeV2 and s = 10GeV2 in both the t- (π0 forward) and the u- (π0 backward) channel kinematic regimes using
statistical samples of integrated luminosity L = 2 fb−1.
ing to the Poisson distribution. We can still in this case
estimate an upper limit for B at some value of confidence
level, depending on the available statistics. In this analy-
sis, to measure the reconstruction efficiency and its error,
a Bayesian approach which exhibits reasonable behaviour
in the limit of high suppression has been used to treat
the background channel (see ref. [47] for a review). At the
67.3% of confidence level (i.e. one sigma) estimators of
the upper limit of B and its standard deviation ΔB are
given by the relations [47]:
B =
NR + 1
NG + 2
ΔB =
√(
NR + 1
NG + 2
) {
NR + 2
NG + 3
− N
R + 1
NG + 2
}
. (12)
For the two energies simulated and in both, the t- and the
u-channel regimes, misidentification probabilities in bins
of q2 have been estimated in this way and are displayed in
fig. 4. The inverse 1/B then yields the suppression factor.
At s = 5GeV2, the simulations show that the background
suppression factor goes from 5·107 at low q2 down to 1·107
at large q2. At s = 10GeV2, the background suppression
factor goes from 1 · 108 at low q2 down to 6 · 106 at large
q2. Under the assumption of a background to signal cross
section ratio σ(p¯p → π+π−π0)/σ(p¯p → e+e−π0) = 106,
this means that the background pollution in a signal sam-
ple will remain at the level of a few percent after event
selection for low q2, whereas at larger values of q2 it can
be kept below 20%. In case the cross section ratio is much
larger than 106, a better background suppression can be
achieved at the cost of reducing the signal efficiency. The
estimated upper limit of background pollution in a signal
sample, necessary for the subsequent statistical subtrac-
tion, is discussed in detail in appendix B.
8 Feasibility of measuring the p¯p → e+e−π0
differential cross section using an integrated
luminosity L = 2 fb−1
The feasibility of measuring the production cross sec-
tion for the signal channel p¯p → e+e−π0 requires sim-
ulations using the expected statistics corresponding to
some particular value of integrated luminosity. Running
periods of six months with the average design luminos-
ity of 1.5 · 1032 cm−2 s−1 will provide 2 fb−1 of integrated
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Fig. 6. The (background subtracted) p¯p → e+e−π0 differential cross section from the simulation (dσ/dq2)sim in bins of q2 with
a statistical sample of integrated luminosity L = 2 fb−1, compared to the theoretical input in the Monte Carlo, for s = 5GeV2
and s = 10GeV2, in both the t- (π0 forward) and the u- (π0 backward) channel kinematic regimes.
luminosity in P¯ANDA [7]. In order to estimate the corre-
sponding statistics, we have first extrapolated the differ-
ential cross section given by eq. (10), which corresponds
to the limit of neutral pion with zero transverse momen-
tum, into the forward and backward cone | cos θπ0 | > 0.5.
Second, the extrapolated differential cross section was in-
tegrated in the kinematic region of the measurement. At
s = 5GeV2, integration in the range 3.0 < q2 < 4.3GeV2
and | cos θπ0 | > 0.5 gave a value of 1675 fb for the inte-
grated cross section. At s = 10GeV2, integration in the
range 5 < q2 < 9GeV2 and | cos θπ0 | > 0.5 gave a value of
233 fb for the integrated cross section. Details on the ex-
trapolation and integration of the differential cross section
in a two-dimensional bin (Δq2,Δ cos θπ0) can be found
in appendix A. The expected number of signal events in
P¯ANDA using L = 2 fb−1 are then 3350 and 465 at s =
5GeV2 and s = 10GeV2, respectively, both in the t- and
the u-channel kinematic regimes. For each value of s, two
full simulations have been performed using these statisti-
cal samples in both channels. Then, the raw reconstructed
distributions have been corrected bin by bin in q2 with
the efficiency factors  determined by the high statistics
simulations described in sect. 6. In addition, in each of the
simulations and for each q2 bin, the remaining background
contamination which would survive the selection of signal
events in a data sample of 2 fb−1 has been estimated. The
estimation was done on the basis of the background effi-
ciency factors discussed in sect. 7 (eq. (12)) and assum-
ing a ratio σ(p¯p → π+π−π0)/σ(p¯p → e+e−π0) = 106.
Consequently, the statistical error in the number of recon-
structed signal events NR has been corrected to take into
account the subtraction of the estimated upper limit back-
ground contamination. Details on the background sub-
traction procedure are given in appendix B. An upper
limit of background pollution at the level of a few percent
is expected at low q2, remaining below 20% at large values
of q2. The raw reconstructed signal after event selection,
the expected upper limit background contamination, and
the efficiency-corrected signal after background subtrac-
tion are shown in fig. 5 for the two energies simulated,
in both the t- and the u-channel regimes. The differential
cross section obtained from the simulation in a q2 bin with
width Δq2 (integrated over cos θπ0 > 0.5 in the t-channel
regime and over cos θπ0 < −0.5 in the u-channel regime)
is then determined as
(
dσ
dq2
)
sim
=
NR
 · L ·Δq2 . (13)
The differential cross section obtained from the simula-
tions (dσ/dq2)sim in bins of q2 together with the input
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Table 1. The differential cross section obtained from the sim-
ulations (dσ/dq2)sim and its statistical error Δstat in bins of
q2, compared to the input cross section in the Monte Carlo
(dσ/dq2)MC, for s = 5GeV
2 in both the t- and the u-channel
kinematic regimes. In each q2 bin, the cross section is inte-
grated in | cos θπ0 | > 0.5.
s = 5GeV2, t-channel (π0 forward)
q2 bin (dσ/dq2)sim Δstat (dσ/dq
2)MC
(GeV2) (fb/GeV2) (fb/GeV2) (fb/GeV2)
3.00, 3.26 2584 140 2388
3.26, 3.52 1682 132 1600
3.52, 3.78 1152 131 1105
3.78, 4.04 754 136 782
4.04, 4.30 680 145 567
s = 5GeV2, u-channel (π0 backward)
q2 bin (dσ/dq2)sim Δstat (dσ/dq
2)MC
(GeV2) (fb/GeV2) (fb/GeV2) (fb/GeV2)
3.00, 3.26 2605 186 2388
3.26, 3.52 1591 166 1600
3.52, 3.78 1048 157 1105
3.78, 4.04 782 150 782
4.04, 4.30 667 147 567
Table 2. The differential cross section obtained from the sim-
ulations (dσ/dq2)sim and its statistical error Δstat in bins of
q2, compared to the input cross section in the Monte Carlo
(dσ/dq2)MC, for s = 10GeV
2 in both the t- and the u-channel
kinematic regimes. In each q2 bin, the cross section is inte-
grated in | cos θπ0 | > 0.5.
s = 10GeV2, t-channel (π0 forward)
q2 bin (dσ/dq2)sim Δstat (dσ/dq
2)MC
(GeV2) (fb/GeV2) (fb/GeV2) (fb/GeV2)
5.0, 5.8 137 15 144
5.8, 6.6 83 14 72
6.6, 7.4 34 9 39
7.4, 8.2 23 8 23
8.2, 9.0 11 10 14
s = 10GeV2, u-channel (π0 backward)
q2 bin (dσ/dq2)sim Δstat (dσ/dq
2)MC
(GeV2) (fb/GeV2) (fb/GeV2) (fb/GeV2)
5.0, 5.8 162 21 144
5.8, 6.6 73 14 72
6.6, 7.4 45 14 39
7.4, 8.2 26 10 23
8.2, 9.0 14 9 14
cross section in the Monte Carlo (dσ/dq2)MC are shown
in tables 1 and 2 and are displayed in fig. 6. For the com-
parison, the input cross section in the Monte Carlo, which
follows a 1/(q2)5 distribution (see eq. (10)), was normal-
ized to the value of the integrated cross section in the
kinematic region of the measurement. At s = 5GeV2, the
expected precision of the measurement goes from 5% at
low q2 to 21% at high q2 in the t-channel regime, and from
7% to 22% in the u-channel regime. At s = 10GeV2, the
statistical error goes from 11% up to 91% in the t-channel
regime, and from 13% up to 64% in the u-channel regime.
The results show that the signal channel identification and
background separation at s = 5GeV2 is feasible, with av-
eraged statistical precision of 12% (excluding the last q2
bin with poor statistics). At s = 10GeV2, the lower statis-
tics increases the averaged uncertainty to 24%.
Bringing evidence for the consistency of the predic-
tions by leading twist pQCD factorization with the exper-
imentally measured pp¯→ +−π0 cross section represents
the major goal of the proposed experimental studies. The
harmonic analysis for separating the contribution of the
transversely polarized virtual photon as well as the 1/q2-
scaling studies are the first crucial tests to be carried out
to check the validity of the pQCD factorized description
once sufficiently high quality experimental data appear.
In our Monte Carlo studies the scaling exponent is
measured by fitting the q2 distributions obtained from the
simulations. The fit function results from averaging the
theoretical dσ/dq2 in q2 bins:
f(q2) =
1
a
∫ q2+a/2
q2−a/2
dx B
1
xA
, (14)
which matches the measured observable. Here, the scaling
parameter A (A = 5.0 is the input to the event generator)
and the normalization constant B are the fit parameters
and a is the q2 bin width (a = 0.26GeV2 at s = 5GeV2
and a = 0.80GeV2 at s = 10GeV2). The fitted q2 distri-
butions together with the measured values of A and B are
displayed in fig. 7 for the two values of energy simulated
in both the t- and u-channel regimes. Using the measured
values from all four fits, the scaling exponent A has an
average value of 5.2 with a standard deviation of 0.3. The
large errors in the normalization constants obtained from
the fits are due to the strong correlation between the two
fit parameters.
Repeating the same steps which led to the determi-
nation of the differential cross sections dσ/dq2, as de-
scribed at the beginning of this section, the distributions
dσ/d cos θ∗ have been also determined from the simula-
tions. The full kinematic range −1 < cos θ∗ < 1 is covered
with a total of 8 bins for both energies and channels. At
the leading twist and as a consequence of the dominance of
the transverse polarization of the virtual photon, the cross
section in cos θ∗ follows a distribution (1 + cos
2 θ∗ ). The
cross sections obtained from the simulations were then fit-
ted using the bin average of the theoretical expectation:
g(cos θ∗ ) =
1
b
∫ cos θ∗ +b/2
cos θ∗−b/2
dx D(1 + Cx2). (15)
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Fig. 7. The p¯p → e+e−π0 differential cross sections obtained from the simulations (integrated luminosity L = 2 fb−1) for
s = 5GeV2 and s = 10GeV2, in both the t- (π0 forward) and the u- (π0 backward) channel kinematic regimes are fitted with
the theoretical leading twist predictions. For both the q2 and cos θ∗ distributions, the fit function is integrated over bin width.
The average value for the q2 scaling exponent is A = 5.2± 0.3. The average value for the cos θ∗ prefactor is C = 0.9± 0.2.
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Here, the prefactor C (C = 1 is the input to the event
generator) and the normalization constant D are the fit
parameters and b = 0.25 is the bin width. The fitted cos θ∗
distributions together with the measured values of C and
D are shown in fig. 7 for the two energies and channels.
Using the measured values from all four fits, the prefactor
C has an average value of 0.9 with a standard deviation
of 0.2. The uncertainty in the prefactor C contains the
uncertainty in the reconstructed q2, which is used to boost
the e+ and e− four momenta to the γ∗ rest frame in order
to reconstruct the variable cos θ∗ . Therefore, one expects
to measure the cos θ∗ prefactor C with less precision than
the q2 scaling exponent A.
9 Conclusions and outlook
In the framework of the P¯ANDA@FAIR experiment, cross
section measurements of nucleon-antinucleon annihilation
into a highly virtual lepton pair in association with a pion
emitted in the forward or the backward region will rep-
resent a novel test of the QCD collinear factorization ap-
proach of hard exclusive reactions providing experimental
access to the πN TDAs.
In this paper we address the feasibility of measuring
p¯p→ e+e−π0 with the P¯ANDA detector for the center-of-
mass energy squared s = 5GeV2 and s = 10GeV2 for the
kinematic regimes in which the factorized description of
the process in terms of πN TDAs and proton DAs can be
assumed. For s = 5GeV2, the kinematic region of the mea-
surement was 3.0 < q2 < 4.3GeV2, with the neutral pion
scattered into the forward (or backward) cone selected by
the condition | cos θπ0 | > 0.5. For s = 10GeV2, the kine-
matic region of the measurement was 5 < q2 < 9GeV2,
with | cos θπ0 | > 0.5.
The input cross section for the event generator of signal
events is the leading-twist, leading-order calculation which
uses πN TDAs and nucleon DAs within the collinear fac-
torization approach. In our studies we employed the simple
πN TDA model constraining πN TDAs from chiral dy-
namics in terms of nucleon DAs. This model is argued to
provide a reliable normalization for πN TDAs for the pion
being produced exactly in the forward (backward) direc-
tion. Therefore, this model at least represents a reason-
able first step approximation. Future detailed feasibility
studies will require the use of a more sophisticated phe-
nomenological model proposed for πN TDAs in [5] based
on the spectral representation for baryon-to-meson TDAs
in terms of quadruple distributions [48]. Another possibil-
ity is given by the calculations of πN TDAs within the
light-cone quark model approach [49].
Our simulations at s = 5GeV2 show that P¯ANDA
particle identification capabilities will allow a suppression
of the hadronic background p¯p → π+π−π0 at the level
of 5 · 107 at low q2, decreasing to 1 · 107 for the larger
values of q2. At s = 10GeV2, the suppression factor re-
mains around 1 · 108 at low q2, down to 6 · 106 for large
q2. For both energies, the signal reconstruction efficiency
is kept at about 40% on average. Consequently, we expect
that the pion pollution in the signal sample will remain
at the level of a few percent at low q2, and under control
below 20% for larger values of four-momentum transfer
squared. The dedicated studies were performed with the
statistics expected for an integrated luminosity of 2 fb−1
and show that the future measurement of the differen-
tial production cross section in bins of q2 is feasible with
P¯ANDA, with averaged statistical uncertainty of 12% at
s = 5GeV2, and with averaged statistical uncertainty of
24% at s = 10GeV2. The cross sections obtained from the
simulations in q2 and cos θ∗ were also fitted to test pQCD
factorization at the lowest order. According to the sim-
ulations, the measured value for the q2 scaling exponent
is A = 5.2 ± 0.3. In the lepton angular distributions, the
measured value for the cos θ∗ prefactor is C = 0.9 ± 0.2.
These results are promising concerning the experimental
perspectives for addressing the issue of validity of the
pQCD factorized description of the p¯p → +−π0 reac-
tion in terms of πN TDAs and accessing πN TDAs with
P¯ANDA. Other kinematic regions and other processes [16,
50] related to TDAs should be scrutinized in a similar way
to evaluate their feasibility.
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Appendix A. Integration in a
(Δq2, Δ cos θπ0) bin
In this appendix we describe the extrapolation and inte-
gration of the differential cross section (10) in the kine-
matic region of the measurement defined by the two-di-
mensional bin (Δq2,Δ cos θπ0).
The kinematics of p¯(p1)p(p2) → γ∗(q)π0(k3) is most
easily solved in the CM frame, where the total three-
momentum of both the initial and final state is zero. By
convention, the direction of the antiproton defines the pos-
itive z-direction of the coordinate system. Also by conven-
tion, the x-axis of the coordinate system is chosen to be
perpendicular to the scattering plane. With this choice,
the four-momenta of the initial- and final-state particles
become
p1 = (E, 0, 0, ki)
p2 = (E, 0, 0,−ki)
q = (Eγ , 0,−kf sin θπ0 ,−kf cos θπ0)
k3 = (Eπ0 , 0, kf sin θπ0 , kf cos θπ0), (A.1)
with energies given by E =
√
M2 + k2i , Eγ =
√
q2 + k2f
and Eπ0 =
√
m2π0 + k
2
f . The condition 2E =
√
s fixes
the three-momentum modulus squared of both proton and
antiproton to be
k2i =
1
4
(s− 4M2). (A.2)
In the same way, the energy conservation relation in the
final state Eγ + Eπ0 =
√
s fixes the momenta of virtual
photon and neutral pion, with the result
k2f =
1
4s
[
s2 − 2(q2 + m2π0)s + (q2 −m2π0)2
]
. (A.3)
Using the four-momenta given by eq. (A.1), the antiproton
to pion four-momentum transfer squared t ≡ (p1− k3)2 is
given by
t = (p1 − k3)2
= p21 + k
2
3 − 2p1 · k3
= M2 + m2π0 − 2(EEπ0 − kikf cos θπ0), (A.4)
which can be written as
t =
1
2
[
m2π0 + cos θπ0
√
1− 4M2/s Λ(s, q2,m2π0)
+2M2 + q2 − s], (A.5)
with Λ(x, y, z) ≡
√
x2 + y2 + z2 − 2xy − 2xz − 2yz.
Equation (A.5) expresses the dependence of the variable
t on q2 and cos θπ0 for a given value of the center-of-mass
energy squared s.
The integration of the leptonic phase space degrees of
freedom in eq. (10) is straightforward:
dσ
dt dq2
∣∣∣∣
ΔT =0
=
∫ 1
−1
d cos θ∗
dσ
dt dq2 d cos θ∗
∣∣∣∣
ΔT =0
=
8
3
K
1
s− 4M2
1
(q2)5
. (A.6)
The integration of this equation in the two-dimensional
bin (Δq2,Δ cos θπ0) defined by the limits q21 < q
2 < q22
and cos θ1 < cos θπ0 < 1 is done by first mapping the cos θ
boundaries to the (q2 dependent) t boundaries as given by
eq. (A.5): cos θ1 < cos θ < 1 ⇒ tcut(q2) < t < tmax(q2),
with tcut(q2) ≡ t(cos θ1, q2) and tmax(q2) ≡ t(1, q2). Ex-
trapolating the differential cross section (A.6) (obtained at
cos θπ0 = 1) to the angular region cos θ1 < cos θπ0 < 1, the
integration in the two-dimensional bin (Δq2,Δ cos θπ0) is
done as
σ =
∫ q22
q21
dq2
∫ tmax(q2)
tcut(q2)
dt
dσ
dq2 dt
∣∣∣∣
ΔT =0
=
8
3
K
1
s− 4M2
∫ q22
q21
dq2
1
(q2)5
[
tmax(q2)− tcut(q2)
]
.
(A.7)
For the estimates used in this analysis, the q2 integration
in eq. (A.7) has been done numerically.
Appendix B. Background subtraction
In this appendix we describe the background subtraction
procedure carried out in our analysis. For the clarity of the
notation, we will refer to the signal channel p¯p→ e+e−π0
with the subscript S, and we will refer to the background
channel p¯p → π+π−π0 with the subscript B. In a data
sample with luminosity L, the expected number of sig-
nal and background events produced in an experiment
is NS = σS L and NB = σB L. After the event selec-
tion procedure, the expected number of reconstructed sig-
nal and background events becomes NRS = S σS L and
NRB = B σB L, where S and B are the reconstruc-
tion efficiencies for the signal and background channels.
We remark that due to the high background suppression,
B is understood as an upper limit for the background re-
construction efficiency estimated at some confidence level,
as discussed in sect. 7. Consequently, NRB is also under-
stood as an upper limit for background contamination,
estimated at the same confidence level. The total number
of observed events in the sample used for the measurement
is therefore NR = NRS +N
R
B , for which we assume a Pois-
son distribution with standard deviation ΔNR =
√
NR.
The estimation of the number of signal events in this sam-
ple is then done by subtracting the remaining background
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contamination, and assuming standard error propagation:
NRS = N
R−NRB , (ΔNRS )2 = (ΔNR)2+(ΔNRB )2. (B.1)
The estimation of the background contamination NRB =
B σB L requires the knowledge of the cross section σB ,
which can be measured with P¯ANDA. In our analysis,
however, we simply assume the relation σB = 106 σS . The
computation of the standard deviation is also determined
by simple error propagation, according to
(
ΔNRB
NRB
)2
=
(
ΔB
B
)2
+
(
ΔσB
σB
)2
. (B.2)
Relying of the fact that the cross section corresponding to
three-pion production from p¯p annihilation will be mea-
sured at P¯ANDA with great precision due to its high
statistics, we have neglected the last term ΔσB/σB in our
analysis.
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